A great deal of effort has been devoted to reducing the risk of spurious scientific discoveries, from the use of sophisticated validation techniques, to deep statistical methods for controlling the false discovery rate in multiple hypothesis testing. However, there is a fundamental disconnect between the theoretical results and the practice of data analysis: the theory of statistical inference assumes a fixed collection of hypotheses to be tested, or learning algorithms to be applied, selected non-adaptively before the data are gathered, whereas in practice data is shared and reused with hypotheses and new analyses being generated on the basis of data exploration and the outcomes of previous analyses.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the scientific community there is a growing recognition that claims of statistical significance in published research are frequently invalid [29, 28, 35, 8] . The past few decades have seen a great deal of effort to understand and propose mitigations for this problem. These efforts range † Supported by NSF grants CNS 1253345 and CCF 1101389 * A full version of this paper is available on arXiv.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. STOC'15, June 14-17, 2015, Portland, Oregon, USA. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM 978-1-4503-3536-2/15/06 ...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org /10.1145/2746539.2746580. from the use of sophisticated validation techniques and deep statistical methods for controlling the false discovery rate in multiple hypothesis testing to proposals for preregistration (that is, defining the entire data-collection and data-analysis protocol ahead of time). The statistical inference theory surrounding this body of work assumes a fixed procedure to be performed, selected before the data are gathered. In contrast, the practice of data analysis in scientific research is by its nature an adaptive process, in which new hypotheses are generated and new analyses are performed on the basis of data exploration and observed outcomes on the same data. This disconnect is only exacerbated in an era of increased amounts of open access data, in which multiple, mutually dependent, studies are based on the same datasets.
It is now well understood that adapting the analysis to data (e.g., choosing what variables to follow, which comparisons to make, which tests to report, and which statistical methods to use) is an implicit multiple comparisons problem that is not captured in the reported significance levels of standard statistical procedures. This problem, in some contexts referred to as "p-hacking" or "researcher degrees of freedom", is one of the primary explanations of why research findings are frequently false [29, 41, 24] .
The "textbook" advice for avoiding problems of this type is to collect fresh samples from the same data distribution whenever one ends up with a procedure that depends on the existing data. Getting fresh data is usually costly and often impractical so this requires partitioning the available dataset randomly into two or more disjoint sets of data (such as a training and testing set) prior to the analysis. Following this approach conservatively with m adaptively chosen procedures would significantly (on average by a factor of m) reduce the amount of data available for each procedure. This would be prohibitive in many applications, and as a result, in practice even data allocated for the sole purpose of testing is frequently reused (for example to tune parameters). Such abuse of the holdout set is well known to result in significant overfitting to the holdout or cross-validation set [37, 36] .
Clear evidence that such reuse leads to overfitting can be seen in the data analysis competitions organized by Kaggle Inc. In these competitions, the participants are given training data and can submit (multiple) predictive models in the course of competition. Each submitted model is evaluated on a (fixed) test set that is available only to the organizers. The score of each solution is provided back to each participant, who can then submit a new model. In addition the scores are published on a public leaderboard. At the conclusion of the competition the best entries of each participant are evaluated on an additional, hitherto unused, test set. The scores from these final evaluations are published. The comparison of the scores on the adaptively reused test set and one-time use test set frequently reveals significant overfitting to the reused test set (e.g. [44, 1] ), a well-recognized issue frequently discussed on Kaggle's blog and user forums [2, 3] .
Despite the basic role that adaptivity plays in data analysis we are not aware of previous general efforts to address its effects on the statistical validity of the results (see Section 1.4 for an overview of existing approaches to the problem). We show that, surprisingly, the challenges of adaptivity can be addressed using insights from differential privacy, a definition of privacy tailored to privacy-preserving data analysis. Roughly speaking, differential privacy ensures that the probability of observing any outcome from an analysis is "essentially unchanged" by modifying any single dataset element (the probability distribution is over the randomness introduced by the algorithm). Differentially private algorithms permit a data analyst to learn about the dataset as a whole (and, by extension, the distribution from which the data were drawn), while simultaneously protecting the privacy of the individual data elements. Strong composition properties show this holds even when the analysis proceeds in a sequence of adaptively chosen, individually differentially private, steps.
Problem Definition
We consider the standard setting in statistics and statistical learning theory: an analyst is given samples drawn randomly and independently from some unknown distribution P over a discrete universe X of possible data points. While our approach can be applied to any output of data analysis, we focus on real-valued functions defined on X . Specifically, for a function ψ : X → [0, 1] produced by the analyst we consider the task of estimating the expectation P[ψ] = Ex∼P [ψ(x)] up to some additive error τ usually referred to as tolerance. We require the estimate to be within this error margin with high probability.
We choose this setup for three reasons. First, a variety of quantities of interest in data analysis can be expressed in this form for some function ψ. For example, true means and moments of individual attributes, correlations between attributes and the generalization error of a predictive model or classifier. Next, a request for such an estimate is referred to as a statistical query in the context of the well-studied statistical query model [30, 21] , and it is known that using statistical queries in place of direct access to data it is possible to implement most standard analyses used on i.i.d. data (see [30, 10, 12] for examples). Finally, the problem of providing accurate answers to a large number of queries for the average value of a function on the dataset has been the subject of intense investigation in the differential privacy literature. 1 We address the following basic question: how many adaptively chosen statistical queries can be correctly answered using n samples drawn i.i.d. from P? The conservative approach of using fresh samples for each adaptively chosen query would lead to a sample complexity that scales lin-early with the number of queries m. We observe that such a bad dependence is inherent in the standard approach of estimating expectations by the exact empirical average on the samples. This is directly implied by the techniques from [13] who show how to make linearly many non-adaptive counting queries to a dataset, and reconstruct nearly all of it. Once the data set is nearly reconstructed it is easy to make a query for which the empirical average on the dataset is far from the true expectation. Note that this requires only a single round of adaptivity! A simpler and more natural example of the same phenomenon is known as "Freedman's paradox" [23] and we give an additional simple example in the Appendix. This situation is in stark contrast to the non-adaptive case in which n = O log m τ 2
samples suffice to answer m queries with tolerance τ using empirical averages. Below we refer to using empirical averages to evaluate the expectations of query functions as the naïve method.
Our Results
Our main result is a broad transfer theorem showing that any adaptive analysis that is carried out in a differentially private manner must lead to a conclusion that generalizes to the underlying distribution. This theorem allows us to draw on a rich body of results in differential privacy and to obtain corresponding results for our problem of guaranteeing validity in adaptive data analysis. Before we state this general theorem, we describe a number of important corollaries for the question we formulated above.
Our primary application is that, remarkably, it is possible to answer nearly exponentially many adaptively chosen statistical queries (in the size of the data set n). Equivalently, this reduces the sample complexity of answering m queries from linear in the number of queries to polylogarithmic, nearly matching the dependence that is necessary for non-adaptively chosen queries.
Theorem 1 (Informal). There exists an algorithm that given a dataset of size at least n ≥ min(n0, n1), can answer any m adaptively chosen statistical queries so that with high probability, each answer is correct up to tolerance τ , where:
The two bounds above are incomparable. Note that the first bound is larger than the sample complexity needed to answer non-adaptively chosen queries by only a factor of O log m log |X |/τ 3/2 , whereas the second one is larger by a factor of O log(|X |)/τ 2 . Here log |X | should be viewed as roughly the dimension of the domain. For example, if the underlying domain is X = {0, 1} d , the set of all possible vectors of d-boolean attributes, then log |X | = d. The above mechanism is not computationally efficient (it has running time linear in the size of the data universe |X |, which is exponential in the dimension of the data). A natural question raised by our result is whether there is an efficient algorithm for the task. This question was addressed in [26, 42] who show that under standard cryptographic assumptions any algorithm that can answer more than ≈ n 2 adaptively chosen statistical queries must have running time exponential in log |X |.
We show that it is possible to match this quadratic lower bound using a simple and practical algorithm that perturbs the answer to each query with independent noise. Theorem 2 (Informal). There exists a computationally efficient algorithm for answering m adaptively chosen statistical queries, such that with high probability, the answers are correct up to tolerance τ , given a data set of size at least n ≥ n0 for:
Finally, we show a computationally efficient method which can answer exponentially many queries so long as they were generated using o(n) rounds of adaptivity, even if we do not know where the rounds of adaptivity lie. Another practical advantage of this algorithm is that it only pays the price for a round if adaptivity actually causes overfitting. In other words, the algorithm does not pay for the adaptivity itself but only for the actual harm to statistical validity that adaptivity causes. This means that in many situations it would be possible to use this algorithm successfully with a much smaller "effective" r (provided that a good bound on it is known).
Theorem 3 (Informal). There exists a computationally efficient algorithm for answering m adaptively chosen statistical queries, generated in r rounds of adaptivity, such that with high probability, the answers are correct up to some tolerance τ , given a data set of size at least n ≥ n0 for:
Formal statements of these results appear in Section 5.
Overview of Techniques
We consider a setting in which an arbitrary adaptive data analyst chooses queries to ask (as a function of past answers), and receives answers from an algorithm referred to as an oracle whose input is a dataset S of size n randomly drawn from P n . To begin with, the oracles we use will only guarantee accuracy with respect to the empirical average on their input dataset S, but they will simultaneously guarantee differential privacy. We exploit a crucial property about differential privacy, known as its post-processing guarantee: Any algorithm that can be described as the (possibly randomized) post-processing of the output of a differentially private algorithm is itself differentially private. Hence, although we do not know how an arbitrary analyst is adaptively generating her queries, we do know that if the only access she has to S is through a differentially private algorithm, then her method of producing query functions must be differentially private with respect to S. We can therefore, without loss of generality, think of the oracle and the analyst as a single algorithm A that is given a random data set S and returns a differentially private output query φ = A(S). Note that φ is random both due to the internal randomness of A and the randomness of the data S. This picture is the starting point of our analysis, and allows us to study the generalization properties of queries which are generated by differentially private algorithms, rather than estimates returned by them.
Our results then follow from a strong connection we make between differential privacy and generalization, which will likely have applications beyond those that we explore in this paper. At a high level, we prove that if A is a differentially private algorithm then the empirical average of a function that it outputs on a random dataset will be close to the true expectation of the function with high probability 2 (over the choice of the dataset and the randomness of A). More formally, for a dataset S = (x1, . . . , xn) and a function ψ : X → [0, 1], let ES[ψ] = 1 n n i=1 ψ(xi) denote the empirical average of ψ. We denote a random dataset chosen from P n by S. For any fixed function ψ, the empirical average E S [ψ] is strongly concentrated around its expectation P[ψ]. However, this statement is no longer true if ψ is allowed to depend on S (which is what happens if we choose functions adaptively, using previous estimates on S). However for a hypothesis output by a differentially private A on S (de-
with high probability.
High probability bounds are necessary to ensure that valid answers can be given to an exponentially large number of queries. To prove these bounds, we show that differential privacy roughly preserves the moments of E S [φ] even when conditioned on φ = ψ for any fixed ψ. Now using strong concentration of the k-th moment of
. Such an argument works only for (ε, 0)-differential privacy due to conditioning on the event φ = ψ which might have arbitrarily low probability. We use a more delicate conditioning to obtain the extension to (ε, δ)-differential privacy. We note that (ε, δ)-differential privacy is necessary to obtain the stronger bounds that we use for Theorems 1 and 2.
We give an alternative, simpler proof for (ε, 0)-differential privacy that, in addition, extends this connection beyond expectations of functions. We consider a differentially private algorithm A that maps a database S ∼ P n to elements from some arbitrary range Z. Our proof shows that if we have a collection of events R(y) defined over databases, one for each element y ∈ Z, and each event is individually unlikely in the sense that for all y, the probability that S ∈ R(y) is small, then the probability remains small that S ∈ R(Y ), where Y = A(S). Note that this statement involves a re-ordering of quantifiers. The hypothesis of the theorem says that the probability of event R(y) is small for each y, where the randomness is taken over the choice of database S ∼ P n , which is independent of y. The conclusion says that the probability of R(Y ) remains small, even though Y is chosen as a function of S, and so is no longer independent. The upshot of this result is that adaptive analyses, if performed via a differentially private algorithm, can be thought of (almost) as if they were non-adaptive, with the data being drawn after all of the decisions in the analysis are fixed.
To prove this result we note that it would suffice to establish that for every y ∈ Z, P[S ∈ R(y) | Y = y] is not much larger than P[S ∈ R(y)]. By Bayes' rule, for every dataset S,
. Therefore, to bound the ratio of P 
Related Work
Numerous techniques have been developed by statisticians to address common special cases of adaptive data analysis. Most of them address a single round of adaptivity such as variable selection followed by regression on selected variables or model selection followed by testing and are optimized for specific inference procedures (the literature is too vast to adequately cover here, see Ch. 7 in [27] for examples and references). In contrast, our framework addresses multiple stages of adaptive decisions, possible lack of a predetermined analysis protocol and is not restricted to any specific procedures.
The traditional perspective on why adaptivity in data analysis invalidates the significance levels of statistical procedures given for the non-adaptive case is that one ends up disregarding all the other possible procedures or tests that would have been performed had the data been different (see e.g. [41] ). It is well-known that when performing multiple tests on the same data one cannot use significance levels of individual tests and instead it is necessary to control measures such as the false discovery rate [9] . This view makes it necessary to explicitly account for all the possible ways to perform the analysis in order to provide validity guarantees for the adaptive analysis. While this approach might be possible in simpler studies, it is technically challenging and often impractical in more complicated analyses [24] .
There are procedures for controlling false discovery in a sequential setting in which tests arrive one-by-one [22, 4, 5] . However the analysis of such tests crucially depends on tests maintaining their statistical properties despite conditioning on previous outcomes. It is therefore unsuitable for the problem we consider here, in which we place no restrictions on the analyst.
The classical approach in theoretical machine learning to ensure that empirical estimates generalize to the underlying distribution is based on the various notions of complexity of the set of functions output by the algorithm, most notably the VC dimension (see [31] or [39] for a textbook introduction). If one has a sample of data large enough to guarantee generalization for all functions in some class of bounded complexity, then it does not matter whether the data analyst chooses functions in this class adaptively or non-adaptively. Our goal, in contrast, is to prove generalization bounds without making any assumptions about the class from which the analyst can choose query functions. In this case the adaptive setting is very different from the non-adaptive setting.
An important line of work [11, 33, 34, 40] establishes connections between the stability of a learning algorithm and its ability to generalize. Stability is a measure of how much the output of a learning algorithm is perturbed by changes to its input. It is known that certain stability notions are necessary and sufficient for generalization. Unfortunately, the stability notions considered in these prior works do not compose in the sense that running multiple stable algorithms sequentially and adaptively may result in a procedure that is not stable. Differential privacy is stronger than these previously studied notions of stability, and in particular enjoys strong composition guarantees. This provides a calculus for building up complex algorithms that satisfy stability guarantees sufficient to give generalization. Past work has considered the generalization properties of one-shot learning procedures. Our work can in part be interpreted as showing that differential privacy implies generalization in the adaptive setting, and beyond the framework of learning.
Differential privacy emerged from a line of work [13, 18, 10] , culminating in the definition given by [16] . It defines a stability property of an algorithm developed in the context of data privacy. There is a very large body of work designing differentially private algorithms for various data analysis tasks, some of which we leverage in our applications. Most crucially, it is known how to accurately answer exponentially many adaptively chosen queries on a fixed dataset while preserving differential privacy [38, 25] , which is what yields the main application in our paper, when combined with our main theorem. See [14] for a short survey and [19] for a textbook introduction to differential privacy.
For differentially private algorithms that output a hypothesis it has been known as folklore that differential privacy implies stability of the hypothesis to replacing (or removing) an element of the input dataset. Such stability is long known to imply generalization in expectation (e.g. [40] ). See Section 2.1 for more details. Our technique can be seen as a substantial strengthening of this observation: from expectation to high probability bounds (which is crucial for answering many queries), from pure to approximate differential privacy (which is crucial for our improved efficient algorithms), and beyond the expected error of a hypothesis.
Subsequently to an earlier version of this work, [26] and [42] have proven complementary computational lower bounds for the problem formulated here. The work of [26, 42] shows that, under standard cryptographic assumptions, the exponential running time of the algorithm instantiating our main result is unavoidable, and that the sample complexity of our efficient algorithm is nearly optimal, among all computationally efficient mechanisms for answering statistical queries.
Finally, in a recent follow-up work, Bassily et al. give an alternative approach for using a differentially private algorithm to answer statistical and more general types of queries [6] . Their approach does not derive high-probability bounds for individual queries as we do but instead derives bounds on generalization in expectation for all queries simultaneously and then amplifies the success probability using an additional mechanism. This leads to stronger bounds on sample complexity that remove an O( log(m)/τ ) factor from the bounds on n0 we give in Theorems 1 and 2.
PRELIMINARIES
Let P be a distribution over a discrete universe X of possible data points. For a function ψ :
. Given a dataset S = (x1, . . . , xn), a natural estimator of P[ψ] is the empirical average 1 n n i=1 ψ(xi). We let ES denote the empirical distribution that assigns weight 1/n to each of the data points in S and thus ES[ψ] is equal to the empirical average of ψ on S. The standard Hoeffding bound implies that for a fixed query function (chosen independently of the data) the probability over the choice of the dataset that ES[ψ] has error greater than τ is at most 2 · exp(−2τ 2 n). This implies that an exponential in n number of statistical queries can be evaluated within τ as long as the hypotheses do not depend on the data.
We now formally define differential privacy. We say that datasets S, S are adjacent if they differ in a single element.
Definition 5. [16, 15] A randomized algorithm A with domain X n is (ε, δ)-differentially private if for all O ⊆ Range(A) and for all pairs of adjacent datasets S, S ∈ X n :
where the probability space is over the coin flips of the algorithm A. The case when δ = 0 is sometimes referred to as pure differential privacy, and in this case we may say simply that A is ε-differentially private.
Review of the known connection between privacy and generalization
We now briefly summarize the basic connection between differential privacy and generalization that is considered folklore.This connection follows from an observation that differential privacy implies stability to replacing a single sample in a dataset together with known connection between stability and on-average generalization. We first state the form of stability that is immediately implied by the definition of differential privacy. For simplicity we state it only for [0, 1]valued functions. The extension to any other bounded range is straightforward. Lemma 6. Let A be an ( , δ)-differentially private algorithm ranging over functions from X to [0, 1]. For any pair of adjacent datasets S and S and x ∈ X :
and, in particular,
Algorithms satisfying equation (1) are referred to as stronglyuniform-replace-one stable with rate (e ε − 1 + δ) by Shalev-Schwartz et al. [40] . Replace-one stability is known to imply generalization in expectation, referred to as on-average generalization [40, Lemma 11] . In our case this connection immediately gives the following corollary.
Corollary 7. Let A be an ( , δ)-differentially private algorithm ranging over functions from X to [0, 1], let P be a distribution over X and let S be an independent random variable distributed according to P n . Then
One important type of function that such a result can be applied to is φ(x) = L(h(x), x), where x is a sample (possibly including a label), h is a hypothesis function and L is a loss function. When applied to such a function, Corollary 7 implies that the expected true loss of a hypothesis output by an (ε, δ)-differentially private algorithm is at most e ε − 1 + δ larger than the expected empirical loss of the output hypothesis, where the expectation is taken over the random dataset and the randomness of the algorithm. A special case of this corollary is stated in a recent work of Bassily et al. [7] . More recently, Wang et al. [43] have used this corollary to explore the conditions under which differentially private learning is possible.
A standard way to obtain a high-probability bound from a bound on expectation in Corollary 7 is to use Markov's inequality. Using this approach, a bound that holds with probability 1 − β will require a polynomial dependence of the sample size on 1/β. While this might lead to a useful bound when the expected empirical loss is small it is less useful in the common scenario when the empirical loss is relatively large. In contrast, our results in Sections 3 and 4 directly imply generalization bounds with logarithmic dependence of the sample size on 1/β. For example, in Theorem 9 we show that for any ε, β > 0 and n ≥ O(ln(1/β)/ε 2 , the output of an ε-differentially private algorithm A satisfies
DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY AND PRESER-VATION OF MOMENTS
We now prove that if a function φ is output by an (ε, δ)differentially private algorithm A on input of a random dataset S drawn from P n , then the average of φ on S, that is,
The statement we wish to prove is nontrivial due to the apparent dependency between the function φ and the dataset S that arises because φ = A(S). If instead φ was evaluated on a fresh dataset T drawn independently of φ, then indeed
. At a high level, our goal is therefore to resolve the dependency between φ and S by relating the random variable E S [φ] to the random variable E T [φ]. To argue that these random variables are close with high probability we relate the moments of E S [φ] to the moments of E T [φ]. The moments of E T [φ] are relatively easy to bound using standard techniques.
Our proof is easier to execute when δ = 0 and we start with this case for the sake of exposition. Our main technical tool relates the moments of the random variables that we are interested in.
Lemma 8. Assume that A is an ( , 0)-differentially private algorithm ranging over functions from X to [0, 1]. Let S, T be independent random variables distributed according to P n . For any function ψ : X → [0, 1] in the support of A(S),
Proof. We use I to denote a k-tuple of indices (i1, . . . , i k ) ∈ [n] k and use I to denote a k-tuple chosen randomly and uniformly from [n] k . For a data set T = (y1, . . . , yn) we denote by Π I T (ψ) = j∈[k] ψ(yi j ). We first observe that for any ψ,
For two datasets S, T ∈ X n , let SI←T denote the data set in which for every j ∈ [k], element ij in S is replaced with the corresponding element from T . We fix I. Note that the random variable S I←T is distributed according to P n and therefore
dt (4) Now for any fixed t, S and T consider the event Π I T (A(S)) ≥ t and A(S) = ψ (defined on the range of A). Data sets S and SI←T differ in at most k elements. Therefore, by the ε-differential privacy of A , the distribution A(S) and the distribution A(SI←T ) satisfy:
Taking the probability over S and T we get:
Substituting this into eq. (4) we get
Taking the expectation over I and using eq. (3) we obtain that E E S [φ] k φ = ψ ≤ e kε E E T [ψ] k , completing the proof of the lemma.
We now turn our moment inequality into a theorem showing that E S [φ] is concentrated around the true expectation P[φ].
Theorem 9. Let A be an ε-differentially private algorithm that given a dataset S outputs a function from X to [0, 1]. For any distribution P over X and random variable S distributed according to P n we let φ = A(S). Then for any β > 0, τ > 0 and n ≥ 12 ln(4/β)/τ 2 , setting ε ≤ τ /2
where the probability is over the randomness of A and S.
Proof. Consider an execution of A with ε = τ /2 on a data set S of size n ≥ 12 ln(4/β)/τ 2 . It is easy to see that RHS of our bound in Lemma 8 is at most e εk M k [B(n, P[ψ])]. For k = 4 ln(4/β)/τ we use concentration properties of the k-th moment of the sum of n independent variables and Markov's inequality with ε = τ /2 to obtain that (details appear in the full version)
This holds for every ψ in the range of A and therefore,
We can apply the same argument to the function 1 − φ to obtain that P [E S [φ] ≤ P[φ] − τ ] ≤ β/2. A union bound over the above inequalities implies the claim.
Extension to δ > 0
We now extend our proof to the case when A satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy for sufficiently small but nonzero δ > 0. The main difficulty in extending the previous proof is that the condition {φ = ψ} appearing in Lemma 8 may have arbitrarily small probability. A simple extension of the previous proof would lead to an error of δ/ P[φ = ψ]. We avoid this issue by using a more carefully chosen condition. Specifically, instead of restricting φ to be equal to a particular function ψ, we only constrain P[φ] to be in a certain interval of length τ. This conditioning still gives us enough information about φ in order to control E T [φ], while allowing us to ignore events of exceedingly small probability.
Theorem 10. Let A be an (ε, δ)-differentially private algorithm that given a dataset S outputs a function from X to [0, 1]. For any distribution P over X and random variable S distributed according to P n we let φ = A(S). Then for any β > 0, τ > 0 and n ≥ 48 ln(4/β)/τ 2 , setting ε ≤ τ /4 and δ = exp(−4 · ln
Proof. We use the notation from the proof of Theorem 9 and consider an execution of A with ε and δ satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
Let L = 1/τ . For a value ∈ [L] we use B to denote the interval set [( − 1)τ, τ ].
We say that ∈ [L] is heavy if P [P[φ] ∈ B ] ≥ β/(4L) and we say that is light otherwise. The key claim that we prove is an upper bound on the k-th moment of E S [φ] for heavy 's:
(5) We use the same decomposition of the k-th moment as before:
Now for a fixed I ∈ [n] k , exactly as in eq. (4), we obtain
Now for fixed values of t, S and T we consider the event Π I T (A(S)) ≥ t and P[A(S)] ∈ B defined on the range of A. Datasets S and SI←T differ in at most k elements. Therefore, by the (ε, δ)-differential privacy of A and group privacy [19] , the distribution over the output of A on input S and the distribution over the output of A on input SI←T satisfy:
≤ e kε · P Π I T (A(S)) ≥ t and P[A(S)] ∈ B + e (k−1)ε δ.
Taking the probability over S and T and substituting this into eq. (7) we get
Taking the expectation over I and using eq. (3) we obtain:
Conditioned on P[φ] ∈ B , P[φ] ≤ τ and therefore by by the moment bound in the full version,
In addition, by our assumption, is heavy, that is P [P[φ] ∈ B ] ≥ β/(4L). Substituting these values into eq. (8) we obtain the claim in eq. (5).
Appealing to our moment bound as before, we obtain,
Using the condition δ = exp(−2 · ln(4/β)/τ ) and the inequality ln(x) ≤ x/e (for x > 0) a sequence of simplifying steps shows that
Substituting this into eq. (9) we get
Note that, conditioned on P[φ] ∈ B , P[φ] ≥ τ ( − 1), and therefore
This holds for every heavy ∈ [L] and therefore,
Apply the same argument to 1 − φ and use a union bound. We obtain the claim after rescaling τ and β by a factor 2.
BEYOND STATISTICAL QUERIES
The previous section dealt with statistical queries. A different way of looking at our results is to define for each function ψ a set R(ψ) containing all datasets S such that ψ is far from the correct value P[ψ] on S. Formally, R(ψ) = {S : |ES[ψ] − P[ψ]| > τ }. Our results showed that if φ = A(S) is the output of a differentially private algorithm A on a random dataset S, then P[S ∈ R(φ)] is small.
Here we prove a broad generalization that allows the differentially private algorithm to have an arbitrary output space Z. The same conclusion holds for any collection of sets R(y) where y ∈ Z provided that P[S ∈ R(y)] is small for all y ∈ Z.
Theorem 11. Let A be an (ε, 0)-differentially private algorithm with range Z. For a distribution P over X , let S be a random variable drawn from P n . Let Y = A(S) be the random variable output by A on input S. For each element y ∈ Z let R(y) ⊆ X n be some subset of datasets and assume that maxy P[S ∈ R(y)] ≤ β. Then, for ε ≤ ln(1/β) 2n we have
Proof. Fix y ∈ Z. We first observe that by Jensen's inequality,
Further, by definition of differential privacy, for two databases S, S that differ in a single element, Therefore, for all i ≥ 0,
where the case of i = 0 follows from the assumptions of the lemma.
By Bayes' rule, for every S ∈ Bi, ≤ exp ε n ln(2 i+1 /β)/2 − ln(2 i /β) .
The condition ε ≤ ln(1/β) 2n implies that
Substituting this into inequality (12) , we get
Finally, let Y denote the distribution of Y . Then,
Our theorem gives a result for statistical queries that achieves the same bound as our earlier result in Theorem 9 up to constant factors in the parameters.
Corollary 12. Let A be an ε-differentially private algorithm that outputs a function from X to [0, 1]. For a distribution P over X , let S be a random variable distributed according to P n and let φ = A(S). Then for any τ > 0, set-
Proof 
APPLICATIONS
To obtain algorithms for answering adaptive statistical queries we first note that if for a query function ψ and a dataset S, |P[ψ] − ES[ψ]| ≤ τ /2 then we can use an algorithm that outputs a value v that is τ /2-close to ES[ψ] to obtain a value that is τ -close to P[ψ]. Differentially private algorithms that for a given dataset S and an adaptively chosen sequence of queries φ1, . . . , φm produce a value close to ES[φi] for each query φi : X → [0, 1] have been the subject of intense investigation in the differential privacy literature (see [19] for an overview). Such queries are usually referred to as (fractional) counting queries or linear queries in this context. This allows us to obtain statistical query answering algorithms by using various known differentially private algorithms for answering counting queries.
The results in Sections 3 and 4 imply that |P[ψ]−E S [ψ]| ≤ τ holds with high probability whenever ψ is generated by a differentially private algorithm M. This might appear to be inconsistent with our application since there the queries are generated by an arbitrary (possibly adversarial) adaptive analyst and we can only guarantee that the query answering algorithm is differentially private. The connection comes from the following basic fact about differentially private algorithms:
Fact 13 (Postprocessing). Let M : X n → O be an ( , δ) differentially private algorithm with range O, and let F : O → O be an arbitrary randomized algorithm. Then F • M : X n → O is ( , δ)-differentially private.
Hence, an arbitrary adaptive analyst A is guaranteed to generate queries in a manner that is differentially private in S so long as the only access that she has to S is through a differentially private query answering algorithm M. We also note that the bounds we state here give the probability of correctness for each individual answer to a query, meaning that the error probability β is for each query φi and not for all queries at the same time. The bounds we state in Section 1.2 hold with high probability for all m queries and to obtain them from the bounds in this section, we apply the union bound by setting β = β /m for some small β .
We now highlight a few applications of differentially private algorithms for answering counting queries to our problem.
Laplacian Noise Addition
The Laplacian Mechanism on input of a dataset S answers m adaptively chosen queries φ1, . . . , φm by responding with φi(S) + Lap(0, σ) when given query φi. Here, Lap(0, σ) denotes a Laplacian random variable of mean 0 and scale σ. For suitably chosen σ the algorithm has the following guarantee. There is computationally efficient algorithm called Laplace which on input of a data set S of size n accepts any sequence of m adaptively chosen functions φ1, . . . , φm ∈ X [0,1] and returns estimates a1, . . . , am such that for every i ∈ [m] we have P [|ES[φi] − ai| > τ ] ≤ β. To achieve this guarantee under ( , 0)-differential privacy, it requires n ≥ CnL(τ, β, , m), and to achieve this guarantee under ( , δ)-differential privacy, it requires n ≥ Cn δ L (τ, β, , δ, m) for sufficiently large constant C.
Applying our main generalization bound for ( , 0)-differential privacy directly gives the following corollary. Proof. We apply Theorem 9 with = τ /2 and plug this choice of into the definition of nL in Theorem 14. We note that the stated lower bound on n implies the lower bound required by Theorem 9.
The corollary that follows the ( , δ) bound gives a quadratic improvement in m compared with Corollary 15 at the expense of a slightly worse dependence on τ and 1/β. There is a computationally efficient algorithm which on input of a data set S of size n sampled from P n accepts any sequence of m adaptively chosen functions φ1, . . . , φm ∈ X [0,1] and returns estimates a1, . . . , am such that for every i ∈ [m] we have P [|P[φi] − ai| > τ ] ≤ β provided that n ≥ Cn δ L (τ, β, m) for sufficiently large constant C.
Proof. We apply Theorem 10 with = τ /2 and δ = exp(−4 ln(8/β)/τ ). Plugging these parameters into the definition of n δ L in Theorem 14 gives the stated lower bound on n. We note that the stated lower bound on n implies the lower bound required by Theorem 10.
Multiplicative Weights Technique
The private multiplicative weights algorithm [25] achieves an exponential improvement in m compared with the Laplacian mechanism. The main drawback is a running time that scales linearly with the domain size in the worst case and is therefore not computationally efficient in general. There is algorithm called PMW which on input of a data set S of size n accepts any sequence of m adaptively chosen functions φ1, . . . , φm ∈ X [0,1] and with probability at least 1− (n log |X |)β returns estimates a1, . . . , am such that for every i ∈ [m] we have P [|ES[φi] − ai| > τ ] ≤ β. To achieve this guarantee under ( , 0) differential privacy, it requires that n ≥ CnMW (τ, β, ) and to achieve it under ( , δ)-differential privacy it requires n ≥ Cn δ M W (τ, β, , δ) for sufficiently large constant C. There is an algorithm which on input of a data set S of size n sampled from P n accepts any sequence of m adaptively chosen functions φ1, . . . , φm ∈ X [0,1] and with probability at least 1 − (n log |X |)β returns estimates a1, . . . , am such that for every i ∈ [m] we have P [|P[φi] − ai| > τ ] ≤ β provided that n ≥ CnMW (τ, β) for sufficiently large constant C.
Proof. We apply Theorem 9 with = τ /2 and plug this choice of into the definition of nMW in Theorem 17. We note that the stated lower bound on n implies the lower bound required by Theorem 9.
Under ( , δ) differential privacy we get the following corollary that improves the dependence on τ and log |X | in Corollary 18 at the expense of a slightly worse dependence on β. There is an algorithm which on input of a data set S of size n sampled from P n accepts any sequence of m adaptively chosen functions φ1, . . . , φm ∈ X [0,1] and with probability at least 1 − (n log |X |)β returns estimates a1, . . . , am such that for every i ∈ [m] we have P [|P[φi] − ai| > τ ] ≤ β provided that n ≥ Cn δ M W (τ, β) for sufficiently large constant C. Proof. We apply Theorem 10 with = τ /2 and δ = exp(−4 ln(8/β)/τ ). Plugging these parameters into the definition of n δ M W in Theorem 17 gives the stated lower bound on n. We note that the stated lower bound on n implies the lower bound required by Theorem 10.
In the full version of this work we also prove Theorem 3, namely, we describe a computationally efficient technique for answering exponentially many queries φ1, . . . , φm in the size of the data set n so long as they are chosen using only o(n) rounds of adaptivity. This result is based on the Sparse Vector technique [17, 20] .
